Electrode Resistance Measurement System
RM2610

Quantifying
the interface resistance
of LIB electrode sheets
Lithium-ion batteries

Reducing the number of man-hours spent
on battery R&D and prototype evaluation
Electrode sheet diagram

The RM2610 allows you to isolate and
calculate composite resistivity and
interface resistance simply by applying
probes to the surface of the electrode
sheet, a task that was impossible until now.
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Separately calculating the composite resistivity and interface resistance using inverse analysis
Step 1

Treat the electrode sheet as a virtual electrode sheet consisting of two layers (R1 and R2) and an interface layer (r).

Step 2

Apply a constant current to the surface of the electrode sheet and measure the potential distribution that
occurs across the surface at multiple points (thereby acquiring the measured potential).

Step 3

Treating R1 and r as variables, calculate the calculated potential that matches the measured potential
by means of repeated computation (curvilinear regression).

Step 4

Output the R1 and r values for which the measured potential matches the calculated potential
as the composite resistivity and interface resistance.
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*The measured electrode sheet can be double- or single-sided. The RM2610 outputs the composite resistivity and interface resistance of the surface to which the probes are applied.
*The thickness of the R1 and R2 layers (in μm) and the volume resistivity of the R2 layer must be entered manually.

The calculated potential that matches the measured potential is calculated by means of repeated computation while treating R1 and r as variables.
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*The pass/fail criteria for the electrode sheet must be determined by the customer.

Electrode Resistance Measurement System RM2610: System components
Electrode Resistance Calculation Software RM2612
Displayed
measurement results
*Simulation

Test Fixture RM9004

Connection
Cable
RM9005

Press Unit RM9003

USB
connection
Electrode Resistance
Meter RM2611
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Composite resistivity and interface resistance

Composite resistivity and interface resistance

Measurement example (for reference)
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Referring to the graph, you can see how changing the
conducting additive quantity changes composite resistivity and
interface resistance. You can also see how interface resistance
changes depending on whether carbon-coated film is present.
Finally, you can see that composite resistivity and interface
resistance are being isolated and calculated separately based
on the fact that the composite resistivity remains the same
regardless of whether carbon-coated film is present or not.
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You can ascertain the appropriate conducting additive
quantity in order to lower interface resistance.
You can gauge the effect of carbon-coated foil on
interface resistance.
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You can ascertain the effects of electrode density on
interface resistance.
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This graph illustrates the results of measuring an electrode
while changing the press voltage to vary the electrode density.
Although both the volume resistivity of the composite layer and
interface resistance decrease as the press voltage and
electrode density rise, the interface resistance drops
precipitously after a certain point. The roughly constant value
after that decline is useful in determining the optimal value.
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*The top and bottom graphs indicate relative composite resistivity and
interface resistance values, where a value of 1 indicates the composite
resistivity and interface resistance at a conducting additive quantity of
3% or an electrode density of 1.5 g/cc, respectively.
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Electrode density [g/cc]

For testing composite characteristics only

Tentative launch date: Around June 2019

Positive and negative electrode sheets for rechargeable
lithium-ion batteries
Composite resistivity [Ωcm]
Measurement
Interface resistance (contact resistance) between the composite
parameters
layer and current collector [Ωcm2]
Computation
Inverse problem analysis of potential distribution using the finite
method
volume method
Information
• Composite layer thickness [μm] (for 1 side)
necessary for
• Current collector thickness [μm]
computation
• Current collector volume resistivity [Ωcm]
Standard conditions: 75 s
Measurement time
(Contact check + potential distribution measurement + computation)
Number of probes 46
CPU: Intel® Core™ i7, 2.4 GHz, 4 or more threads
Recommended PC
RAM: 8 GB or greater (4 GB required)
specifications
Operating system: Windows 7 (64-bit), 8 (64-bit), 10 (64-bit)
Temperature
Measures temperature near the test fixture.
measurement function

4-point probe volume resistivity measurement

Measurement
target

4-point probe (5.0 mm (0.20 inch) pitch)

Application window

4-point probe (1.5 mm (0.06 inch) pitch)
Measure volume resistivity, surface
resistivity, and conductivity

RM3545

PC

*Customer is responsible for providing PC.
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